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Come the Raw Prawn: a dozen of my favourite Australian
colloquialisms | Like Telling the Truth
From come (“act the part of”) + the + raw (“naive”) + prawn
(“(slang) fool”) From come (“(putatively) perpetrate”) + the +
raw prawn = something hard to swallow.
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COME THE RAW PRAWN | definition in the Cambridge English
Dictionary
I had thought this meant to be to be disagreeable,
confrontational, or aggressive – as in “Don't you come the raw
prawn with me, mate! I'll bash.

The Vocal Fries: Maaate, Don't Come the Raw Prawn with Me,
Alright?
It is typically used in negative constructions, especially as
don't come the raw prawn with me ('don't try to treat me like
a fool'). It is first recorded in
Raw Prawn is good for you
QFrom Peter Butler: There are two Australian phrases which I
understand but have no idea how they came about: don't come
the raw prawn.
Related books: Counting Chickens, Hambre (Olvidados) (Spanish
Edition), envoyer/recevoir (French Edition), Generation
Deluxe: Consumerism and Philanthropy of the New Super-Rich,
Lesson Plans Black Wind, Caribbean Romance.
They are so tasty from the grill. The term fannyin Australia
as well as parts of the UK refers to the vulva or vagina,
rather than to the bottocks as in the U. Karen 23rd June
Reply. Yourslookterrific! We used to see a large fleet of
prawn trawlers going over the bar every day, but the passage
out to the ocean along the river has silted up so much and the
prawn population has dropped, so that fleet has lost most of
its boats. Jenny Thomson. AussieGags.One imagines it can get
rough and lonely out at sea. Katy Wix.
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